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Abstract:
Chaleur is a product for well being, dignity and health.
The project aims to help fight skin disease. Athlete’s foot, trench foot, scars … the most common skin
diseases in camps involve feet. These diseases, besides being very painful, may keep the refugees from
continuing their journey.
The problem occurs because the refugees are often forced to keep their shoes on to keep warm, and
sometimes even wear them while sleeping. Their feet are never totally dry and neither are their clothes.
The damp environment they live in causes the dermatological issues.
My object is a tool the refugees will be given, to protect themselves from the diseases and increase their
daily comfort. Chaleur is a heat source that will keep the refugees warm and comfortable, as well as
drying essential clothing items.
Chaleur is shaped in such a way that an efficient contact area between the hot air and the pipes is
created. The air released by the candles warms the various sections of the object (ceramic, copper).
These surfaces radiate heat, and also offer a surface to put wet clothes on.

Program Theme: Please select the program theme under which your project / concept is being submitted by
placing an “X” in the appropriate column. (Note: You may select more than one thematic area)
1. Climate Resilient Infrastructure
2. Self Supply Water and Sanitation
3. Community Participatory Health
4. On and Off (Micro) Grid Energy Systems
5. Food Security
6. Applying Big Data in the Community
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Please select the Sustainable Development Goal (s) relevant to your project concept
by placing an “X” in the appropriate boxes. (Note: You may select more than one)
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In the following sections 1-4 you are asked to provide a concise description of your concept and how it
would work in practice (Maximum 5 pages). You can insert tables, graphs, photos, drawings to illustrate
your concept as appropriate.
1. Objective (What you are planning to do):
a) Describe your overall idea / concept and approach.
The product I created is a radiator that uses tea candles as a heat source and air as a heat transmitter
This product aim isn’t to be efficient in heating the refugees’ tents. It is meant to help the refugees dry
essential clothing and gather around a comforting heat source.
The current version of Chaleur is a two part product. Candles are placed in the double ceramic dome.
The base is linked to a copper pipe in which the hot air travels. The oxygen is brought from outside the
tent into the ceramic dome via a pipe. The dioxyde is released outside the tent through the same
method. Around the copper pipe, a cotton thread is woven, to keep the user from burning themselves
and allows them to carry the product.

PARTS
COPPER
PIPE
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How it works:
The product is based on the principle that the hot air rises vertically. I chose this specific shape to
maximise the surface area that is in contact with the hot air. It also keep the air contained for a longer
duration to be as efficient as possible.

CONCEPT

AIR
CIRCULATION
AIR CIRCULATION

b) Identify the alternative options considered during the design process and a justification for the selected
technology, approach and/or process.
I chose copper because it is the most conductive metal. On the other hand I chose to use ceramic
because it stays warmer for longer and has a lovely texture. It would also protect the user from burns.
The double domes increases the temperature of the air that will travel though the pipe (this technique
is also used to increase the temperature of wooden stoves).
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2. Background (Why you are doing it): Key questions to address in this section include the following:
•

What problem are you trying to solve?
I am trying to give the refugees an efficient tool to counteract skin diseases and gain comfort from
wearing dry clothes even in harsh weather.

•

Is the solution already available (product / service/ knowledge)?
The current solution to this problem is open fires. It helps people to keep warm but greatly increases the
risk of a camp fire.

•

What makes your idea different?
My idea is different because it makes it possible to safely use fire inside a tent. It might bring more
intimacy, relaxing moments and warmth into a safer setting.

3. Expected Results (who wants them and how will they use them)
•

What will be the expected results from your concept?
I hope my object will give the refugees the opportunity to care for their own health and well being in an
easy and confortable way.

•

Who will use your product / service and how?
My product will be used by the refugees staying in camps located in harsh weather conditions. Ideally,
the product and the candles needed would be provided by aid agencies. The refugees just have to light
the candles and the product will be ready for use.

•

What further development will be needed before the service / knowledge is market ready ?
The product would benefit from using less expensive materials, reducing the amount of manufacturing
processes and to be assembled on site. I am currently working on an improved version that will meet
these goals. It will hopefully make the product and its distribution inexpensive enough to reach the
maximum of people at a lower price.
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4. Community Participation
•

Outline briefly how you would envisage the community could participate in the various stages of your
concept, from design through to final implementation.
I am providing a finished product for the refugees, However, this object won’t be easily moved from
camp to camp. The communal aspect of my project would the passing on of the product from outgoing
refugees to new incoming ones.
I am currently working on a less expensive and more portable version of this object, as highlighted
before. This version would be delivered in parts and built by the refugees themselves. This
improvement is motivated by trying to reduce the assembly price of the product. It also aids the mental
health of the refugees by providing them with a hands on building experience. Indeed they report to
have a lot of spare time.

